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Understanding Your ‘Superpower’ – Therapist Float-back Exercise. 

 

As therapists we appear to have highly developed skills to manage challenging interpersonal 

interactions. This often involves the ability to acutely attend to the emotions and needs of others, 

while simultaneously suspending our own needs – at-least momentarily. These skills are often related 

to adaptive strategies learnt in earlier life, and thus are intertwined with the development of self-

sacrifice schemas. The purpose of this activity is to enhance our understanding of how these skills 

were developed in childhood and what their adaptive function has been.  

 

1. What is your superpower?  

Spend some time thinking about moments in the therapy relationship where you excel. What are the 

types of things that you are good at? These may be relationship skills that most non-therapists 

would struggle with. Perhaps you can get angry people to like you. Maybe you are very skilled at 

quickly identifying the emotional experience of others.  

2. Close your eyes and imagine yourself in therapy.  

Close your eyes and create a recent image of yourself in therapy where you used your ‘superpower’.  

Identify what your client if doing that facilitates the need for your superpower response. 

3. Focus on your behaviour and your emotional experience:  

Become very aware of your behaviour in the interaction. What are you doing or saying? If may help 

to ask yourself, ‘what am I doing to facilitate the desired response in my client?’ How is the client 

responding? Become aware of your emotional experience in the therapy room. How are you feeling 

in this interaction? 

4. Link your emotional experience to that of childhood.  

Continue to focus on your emotional experience while allowing the image of being in the therapy 

room to dissipate. Allow yourself to think of a time in childhood where you had a similar emotional 

experience. Identify: What is happening? How are you feeling? What are you doing?  

5. Debrief.  

Spend time to attempting to link the two situations. How was this behavioural response adaptive in 

your childhood? Has this behavioural adaptation served you well in your role as a therapist? Can you 

identify any ways in which this behavioural response prevents you getting your own needs met, 

either in your role as a therapist, or in your personal life?  


